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Q3 2017
TokenLab v1.0
TokenLab is an advanced tool for making and managing crypto tokens on the Expanse network.
Users will be able to create tokens, manage their token, add remove features, raise funds, and
more.

Gander v2.0
Gander.tech is the official Expanse block explorer. Version 1 was released and is up and
running. Version 2 will incorporate a fresh new modern design.

Q4 2017
Borderless Charity Initiatives.
Lucrii v1.0

Lucrii is a modular crypto token that focuses on bottom up economics. The token will feature
multiple ways to mint new tokens, like token swapping, proof of stake, and a universal basic
income. Amity and Lucrii will work together. Amity is kind of like a scoreboard for philanthropic
behaviour. The higher your amity score, the more lucrii you'll get to mint in all of the issuance
modules.

Amity Social Network v1.0

Earn rewards for working together to help others. Amity is a social rewards platform that
rewards you for your humanitarian effort. Humanitarians will earn Amity points and climb the
leaderboards every time they donate to charity, get their friends to join, and launch successful
campaigns.

Q1 2018
EXP.LIFE v1.0
EXP.LIFE is a gamification platform, where users can have fun while earning life experience.
Users will be able to create and complete user generated content, climb leaderboards, and
experience new things!

Borderless.tech v2.0
Borderless.tech is an identity management platform that adds liquidity to human identity.
Borderless.tech aims to create a cost effective global ID system that can help emerging markets
leap over the last mile into the global markets.

Q2 2018
EXP.DAO v1.0

Expanse Project Overview
Projects

Expanse
-

EXP.EBS - a rewards program that rewards participants with exp.
EXP.ENS - a name service dapp
EXP.DAO - a proposal tracking and funding dapp
EXP.Ambassador - a community outreach program that creates a network of crypto
meetups all over the world

Borderless Charity
-

Lucrii - bottom up economic token
Amity - humanitarian tracker
Initiative Lab - a way for the borderless charity community to create initiatives for others

Borderless Corp.
-

-

VoteLock - tracking votes on the blockchain
TokenLab - an advanced way to create your own token on the expanse blockchain
EscrowLab - an advanced way to safely trade goods and services
DAO Lab - an advanced way to create your own DAO
Borderless Identity Management System (BIMS)
- Marriage Registry
- Birth Registry
- Property Registry
- Citizenship Registry
- Organization Registry
Synapses Oracles - oracles that facilitate cross chain transactions

